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The Divine Inheritance of the Father - Part III 

V14 – 10.27.22 – “My Humanity was Holy, and nothing did It inherit of the miseries of the first 

man; and although It was similar in natural features, It was untouchable by the slightest spot 

which could veil My Sanctity.  My only Inheritance was the Will of My Father, in which I was 

to carry out all of My human acts, to form in Me the Generation of the Children of Light.  You 

see, I was allowed to form this Generation in the very Womb of the Will of My Celestial Father, 

and I spared no strains, nor acts, nor pains, nor prayers; on the contrary, it was at the top of all the 

things I Did and Suffered, in Such a Way that I Conceived It in Me, I Fecundated It and I Formed 

It.  They were the ones, the children of Light, whom the Divine Father had Entrusted to Me with 

so much Love; they were My Favorite Inheritance, which was given to Me in the Most Holy 

Supreme Will.   

Now, after I have made Known the Goods of Redemption and how I Want everyone to be 

Saved, giving to all the Means which are Needed, I move on to make Known that there is another 

Generation in Me, which I Must Deliver:  My Children who shall Live in the Divine Will; and 

that in My own Heart I keep all the Graces ready - all My Interior Acts Done in the Sphere of 

Eternal Will for them - waiting for the Kiss of their acts, for their Union, in Order to Give them 

the Inheritance of the Supreme Will.  Just as I Received It, I Want to Give It to them, so that I 

may Deliver the Second Generation of the Children of Light.  If My Humanity did not Give this 

Inheritance which It Possessed - that is, the Divine Will, the sole and only thing I Loved and 

which gave Me all that is Good - My Descent upon earth would have been incomplete, nor could 

I say that I have given everything; on the contrary, I would have reserved for Me the greatest 

thing, the most Noble and Divine Part.  See then, how Necessary it is that My Will be Known in 

all of Its Relations, Prodigies, Effects and Value, What I Did in this Will for the Creatures, and 

what they Must do.  This Knowledge shall be a Powerful Magnet in Order to Attract the Creatures 

and make them receive the Inheritance of My Will, and so as to make the Generation of the 

Children of Light Enter the Field - the Children of My Will.  Be Attentive, My daughter; you 

Luisa, shall be My Spokesperson - the Trumpet, to Call them and gather this Generation, so 

Favored and Longed for by Me.” 
 

V17 – 6.3.25 – “Ah, My daughter, with all Redemption and the Work of Sanctification, Sanctity 

in man is incomplete, and for others it is almost useless. Now, I say this: if man does not turn 

back in Order to take My Will as Life, as Rule and as Food, to be Purified, Ennobled, Divinized, 

to Place himself in the Prime Act of Creation, and take My Will as his Inheritance, Assigned to 

him by God – the very Works of Redemption and of Sanctification shall not have their Abundant 

Effects. So, Everything is in My Will – if man takes It, he takes Everything. It is One Single 

Point, which Embraces and Encloses the Goods of Redemption and of Sanctification; even more, 

for one who Lives in My Will, after he has taken the Prime Point of Creation, all these Goods 

serve not as remedy, as for those who do not do My Will, but as Glory and as Special Inheritance, 

Carried upon earth by the Will of the Celestial Father, in the Person of the Word.” 
 

V19 – 3.31.26 - “My daughter, this Light, this Dwelling so Enchanting, which Knows neither 

sunset nor death, is My Will.  Everything is Complete in It:  Happiness, Strength, Beauty, 

Knowledge of the Supreme Being, etc.  This Light so Endless, which is Our Will, came out from 
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the Womb of the Divinity as Heritage for man – the most Beautiful Inheritance We could Give 

him.  It came out from the Intimate Place of Our Womb, bringing with Itself part of all Our Goods, 

to let the Creature Inherit Them, and to form her as all Beautiful and Holy, in the Likeness of the 

One Who had Created her.” 
 

V19 – 6.26.26 – “…But You Must Know that one who Possesses the Kingdom of My Will on 

earth, has the Right to Universal Glory in Heaven; and this, in a Natural and Simple Way.  My 

Will Embraces Everything and Involves Everyone; so, from one who Possesses It Come all Goods 

along with the Glory that these Goods contain; and while Universal Glory comes from her, she 

also Receives it.  And do you think it is trivial to Possess Universal Glory in the Celestial 

Fatherland?  Therefore, Be Attentive, the Kingdom of the Supreme Will is Immensely Rich; there 

are Coins that Spring Forth; so, Everyone expects something from you Luisa, and also My Mama 

Wants the Return for the Universal Love She had for all generations.  And you, in return, are due 

Universal Glory in the Celestial Fatherland – the Exclusive Inheritance of one who has Possessed 

the Kingdom of My Will on earth.” 
 

V19 – 6.29.26 – “…Now, Our Supreme Will wants to give this Commitment as Inheritance to 

one who Must Live in the Unity of Its Light, because It would not be befitting to Live in Its Light 

and not Identify with the Acts of the Supreme Fiat.  Therefore, My little daughter, all Created 

things as well as My Will await you Luisa, in each Created thing, to repeat Its very Acts, to 

Glorify and Magnify your Creator with the very Divine Will.”  
 

V19 – 7.1.26 – “…It can be said that I gave them the Clothes of My Humanity Reddened with 

My Blood to let them be Clothed Decently in this Kingdom of My Will, so Holy, which, in 

Creation, the Uncreated Wisdom Established to give to man as Inheritance.”  
 

V19 – 7.2.26 – “…Now, one who shall Possess the Kingdom of My Will shall be for Us like a 

child born after about six thousand years.  What Joy, what Feast shall not be Ours in seeing Our 

Image in him, Intact, Beautiful, just as We Delivered it from Our Paternal Womb.  All the 

Caresses, the Kisses, the Gifts, shall be for this child; more so since, having given in Creation the 

Kingdom of Our Will to man as his Special Inheritance, and since this Kingdom of Ours has 

been in the hands of strangers, of servants, of traitors for so long a time, in seeing this son who 

shall Possess It as a son and shall give Us the Glory of the Kingdom of Our Will, Our Inheritance 

shall be Placed in safety on the part of this son.  Is it not Right that We give him everything, even 

Our very Selves, and that he Enclose Everything and Everyone?” 
 

V19 – 8.27.26 - “My son, the Title you shall give to the Book you shall print about My Will is 

this:  ‘The Kingdom of My Divine Will in the midst of Creatures.  Book of Heaven.  The Call of 

the Creature to the Order, the Place and the Purpose for which he was Created by God’.  See, I 

Want the Title also to Correspond to the great Work of My Will.  I Want the Creature to 

comprehend that his Place, Assigned to him by God, is in My Will, and until he Enters into It, he 

shall be without Place, without Order, without Purpose; he shall be an intruder in the Creation, 

with no Right at all, and therefore he shall go wandering without Peace, without 

Inheritance.  And I, Moved to Compassion for him, shall Cry out to him Continuously:  ‘Enter 

into your Place, Come into the Order, Come to take your Inheritance – to Live in your 
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house.  Why do you want to live in a foreign house?  Why do you want to occupy a land that is 

not yours?  And because it is not yours, you live unhappy, and you are the servant and the 

laughing-stock of all Created things.  All things Created by Me, because they remain in their 

Place, are in Order and in Perfect Harmony, with all the Fullness of their Goods, Assigned to 

them by God.  You alone want to be unhappy – but of a voluntary unhappiness.  Therefore Come 

to your Place – it is there that I Call you and Await you’.  Therefore, he or she who shall offer to 

make My Will Known, shall be My Spokesperson, and I shall Entrust to them the Secrets of Its 

Kingdom.” 
 

V19 – 9.5.26 – “…So, as My daughter, your Jesus gives you Luisa, all the Goods of Redemption 

as Gifts; as Our daughter, you are Endowed with all the Goods of the Sacrosanct Trinity; as 

daughter of the Sovereign Queen, She gives to you Her Sorrows, Her Works, Her Love and all of 

Her Maternal Merits as Gifts; as daughter of the Angels and of the Saints, they Compete among 

Themselves to give you all of their Goods; as daughter of the heavens, of the stars, of the sun, of 

the sea and of all Created things, they feel Honored to finally have their daughter, to be able to 

give their Inheritance; and My very Will Reigning in them, with Its Endless Light forms for you 

the Deed of all Creation, and all feel the Happiness, the Joy of being able to give their 

Inheritance, because by being able to give, they no longer feel sterile, but Fecund, and Fecundity 

brings Joy, Company, Harmony, Glory, the Repetition of one’s very life.  How many fathers and 

mothers are unhappy, even though they are rich, because they have no offspring!  In fact, sterility 

in itself brings isolation, bitterness, lack of any Support and of Happiness; and if it may appear 

that they enjoy, in their hearts they have the thorn of sterility that embitters all their 

enjoyments.  So, your Vast Paternity which you Possess, and your Long daughtership is a cause 

of Joy for all - and much more for My Will which, Bilocating, Reigns in you and Constitutes you 

Luisa, the daughter of all the things Created by It, in Such a Way that all feel your Support and 

the Contentment of being able to give the Goods they Possess.” 
 

V20 – 11.3.26 – “…But do you Know who can bring all the Reliefs, the Light that Purifies, the 

Love that Transforms?  One who Possesses the Life of My Will in Everything and in whom It 

Dominates Triumphantly.  This soul does not even need the paths, because by Possessing My 

Will, she has the Right to all paths.  She can go to all Points, because she Possesses within herself 

the Royal Path of My Will, in order to go into that deep prison and bring all Reliefs and 

Liberations.  More so, since in Creating man, We gave him Our Will as Special Inheritance, and 

We recognize everything he has done within the Boundaries of Our Inheritance, with which We 

Endowed him.”   
 

V20 – 11.16.26 - “My daughter, the more you Luisa Abandon yourself in the Supreme Will, the 

more you Advance along Its Ways, the more Knowledges you Acquire, and the more you take 

Possession of the Goods which are in the Divine Will; because in It there is always something to 

Know and to take.  Being the Primary Inheritance given by God to the Creature and Possessing 

the Eternal Goods, My Will has the Task to Always Give to one who Lives in this Inheritance.  

And only then is It Content and begins the Activity of Its Office, when It finds the Creature within 

the Boundaries of Its Volition; then, becoming Festive, It gives New Things to Its Heiress.  

Therefore, the soul who Lives in It is the Feast of My Will.  On the contrary, those who live 
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outside of It are Its Sorrow, because they place It into the inability to Give, to Exercise Its Office 

and to Fulfill Its Task.  More so, since each act of the human will is a veil that the soul puts before 

her eyes, which prevents her from seeing My Will and the Goods Contained in It with Clarity.  

And since most of the Creatures Live Continuously of their own will, they form so many veils as 

to become almost blind to Know and see My Will – their Choicest Inheritance, which was to 

make them Happy in time and Eternity.  Oh! if the Creatures could understand the great evil of 

the human will and the great Good of Mine - they would abhor their will so much as to place their 

Life in Order to do Mine.” 
 

V20 – 11.20.26 - “My daughter, in Creating the Creature, as We were forming him with Our 

Creative Hands, We felt a Joy, a Contentment Come Out of Our Womb, because he was to serve 

to maintain Our Amusement on the face of the earth, and Our Continuous Feast.  So, as We 

formed his feet, We thought that they were to serve Our Kisses, because they were to Enclose 

Our Steps and be our means of Encounter, to Amuse ourselves together.  As We formed his hands, 

We thought that they were to serve Our Kisses and Embraces, because We were to see in him the 

Repeater of Our Works.  As We formed his mouth, his heart, which were to serve the Echo of 

Our Word and of Our Love, and as We Infused Life in him with Our Breath, in seeing that that 

Life had come from Us – it was a Life Completely Ours - We Clasped him to Our Womb and 

Kissed him, as Confirmation of Our Work and of Our Love.  And so that he might maintain 

himself Whole in Our Steps, in Our Works, in the Echo of Our Word and Love, and of the Life 

of Our Image Impressed in him, We gave him Our Divine Will as Inheritance, that It might 

Preserve him just as We had Delivered him, to be able to Continue Our Amusements, Our 

Affectionate Kisses, Our Sweet Conversations with the Work of Our Hands.” 
 

V21 – 5.8.27 - “Now, in Order to release this Immensity of Light and of Heavens, first I had to 

Create the space in which to Place this Immensity of Light and of Heavens.  Whenever My Will 

wants to Speak, first It sees whether there is the space in which to Place the great Gift of Its Word, 

which may be another Heaven, a sun, or a sea even greater.  This is why many times My Will 

remains Silent – because the space in which to Place the great Gift of the Immensity of Its Word 

is lacking in the Creatures.  In Order to Speak, first It Bilocates Its Will, and then It Speaks, 

Placing Its Immense Gifts within Its very Self.  This is why, in Creating man, We gave him the 

greatest Gift, the most Precious and the Richest Inheritance – My Will, as Depository in him:  to 

be able to give him the Surprises of Our Immense Gifts - of the Word of Our Fiat.  As he rejected 

Our Bilocated Will, We no longer found the space in which to Place in him the great Gift of Our 

Creative Word; therefore he remained poor, and with all the miseries of his human will.” 
 

V21 – 5.26.27 – “…But who was to maintain these Relations in force, Strengthen these Bonds, 

Order the Paths, Open the Doors?  Our Will Reigning in the soul would take on this Commitment 

so important, of maintaining the Order of all Creation, just as We Delivered It.  But as man 

withdrew from Our Divine Fiat, the Relations were no longer in force, the Bonds were released, 

the Paths barred, the Doors closed.  He lost his Dear Inheritance; he remained stripped of all 

Goods; each step was a lace around his feet, which would make him fall.  By not doing Our Will, 

one loses everything and there is no Good left; while by doing It, one Acquires Everything and 

there is no Good which one is not returned.”   
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V23 – 11.10.27 - “Now, the Whole Work of Adam would have remained in all Creation as the 

First Model for all of his descendants, who would have Modeled all their acts in the Reflections 

of the Light of his Acts, which, as First father, he would have given as Inheritance to all his 

descendants, who would have had, not only their Model, but the Possession of his very acts.  What 

would Our Glory and his have been - to see the Works of Our Dear son, of Our Precious Treasure 

who had been given Birth by Our Love, Fused with Our Works.  What Happiness for him and for 

Us!  Now, if this was Our Purpose for which all Creation was Created, as well as Our Dear Jewel, 

which is man, is it not Right that, even though Adam started but did not finish – or rather, he 

finished in sorrow and in confusion because he rejected Our Divine Will which Served him as 

First Act and made him Operate in the Works of his Creator – We Fulfill this, Our Purpose, in 

his descendants?  This is Why I Call you Luisa, into the midst of My Works in all Creation – to 

Form the Model within which the other Creatures Must Model themselves in Order to return into 

My Fiat.” 
 

V23 – 1.13.28 – “…My Love forms the Enchantment for Me - that while I look upon others, it 

makes Me keep My Gaze fixed on you Luisa, and it makes Me Pour Everything that is Needed 

in Order for Me to form the Kingdom of My Will in you.  I Act like a father who, having provided 

for his other children to get settled, and having to do so for another one, does not think either 

about the previous ones or about those whom he is to fix later; but putting everyone else aside, 

he thinks only of the one whom he is about to settle.  And if this son is Good, and she whom he 

chose is worthy of him, the father does not mind how much he spends, he endows him with greater 

riches, he prepares a sumptuous house for him; in sum, he puts out all his Paternal Love.  So I do 

when it comes to Realizing the Purpose of Creation, which is the Kingdom of My Will in the 

midst of Creatures.  For she whom I Call to be the First I hold nothing back, I Centralize 

Everything in her, Knowing that Everything shall be Inherited by those who shall Follow her.” 
 

V24 – 6.16.28 – “…True Love is Never content; only then is It content, when It can say:  ‘I have 

nothing else to give him.’  And Knowing that man can return to be Happy, Victorious and 

Glorious in the Noble State in which he was Created by God – and this, by means of My Will 

Reigning in their midst – this is why all the Divine Yearnings, the Sighs, the Manifestations are 

Directed toward making Our Will Known to make It Reign, so as to be able to say to Our Love:  

‘Calm Yourself, for Our Beloved child has reached his Destiny.  He is now in Possession of Our 

Inheritance that was given to him in Creation, which is Our Fiat!  And while he Possesses what 

is Ours, We Possess him.  Therefore, the Marriage is Established once again, the spouses have 

returned to their Place of Honor; there is nothing left but to Celebrate and Enjoy a Good so Great, 

after such a Long Sorrow’.” 
 

V24 – 8.23.28 - “My daughter, how is this – you doubt?  Don’t you Know that there are the Rights 

of God to give this Kingdom, and the Rights of humanity to Receive It?  In fact, in Creating man, 

by giving His Will to man as Inheritance, God gave these Rights - that His Divine Will Reign 

upon earth as It Reigned in Heaven.  This is so True, that the Life of the First man began in the 

Fiat, and by doing his First Acts in It, he Placed his Pledges, his Works, in the Divine 

Inheritance; so much so, that these Pledges and Acts still Exist in My Will – they are Indelible.  
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Though man went out of It, his Acts remained, and this Constitutes a Right for humanity to Enter 

once again into the lost Kingdom.  In fact, We do not look at man in himself, but We look at the 

whole human family as if it were one; and if one leaves and detaches himself, humanity always 

remains, and can receive that which was lost by the one who left.  Therefore, there are Rights on 

both sides.  If it were not so, the Living of man in Our Kingdom would not have been a Reality, 

but a way of speaking; while, when We give, We give in Fact, so much so, that the human life 

has its Origin in the Kingdom of Our Will."   
 

V24 – 9.24.28 - “My daughter, indeed it is My Will to give you Luisa, the Kingdom of My Divine 

Volition, nor can I help Wanting and Yearning to give the great Gift of It.  If it were not so – if I 

did not yearn for the return of man into the Royal Palace of My Divine Will – I would go against 

the Order of Our Creative Work which, with Highest Wisdom, Created man so that he might Live 

of Our own, and Dwell in the Kingdom of Our Fiat, given to him by Us as his Inheritance.  By 

going out of It, man formed disorder in Our Creative Work; and how can We tolerate letting Our 

most Beautiful Work remain disordered?  Centuries upon centuries have passed, and more 

centuries may pass, but We shall not change; this shall always be Our most Important Point – Our 

Only Purpose and Special Interest:  that Our Creative Work be Restored and Reordered as it Came 

Out of Our Creative Hands, and that it Live in the Kingdom of Our Divine Will. 

Our Adorable Majesty finds Itself in the condition of a father whose son was once Happy, 

of Rare Beauty which brought him Joy and Happiness, and Lived as the owner of the Inheritance 

given to him by his father.  This son, voluntarily, left the Paternal Inheritance; he rendered 

himself unhappy, and broke the Beautiful and Pure Joys between Father and son.  Now, what 

would the Sorrow of the Father not be, and His Sighs, His Tears and his unshakeable Will for his 

Dear son to return to be Happy?  More so, since the Inheritance given to the son still exists – the 

Father Himself keeps it in Custody, and he Longs for his son to take Possession of it once again.  

But in the midst of so much Sorrow, and Tears and Sighs of this Father, His Will is Resolute:  He 

wants his unhappy son to desire – to pray that his Paternal Inheritance, his lost Happiness, be 

returned to him.  This disposes the son to receive and to appreciate his Happy State, the Return 

of his Inheritance; and the Father, Drowned with Love for His Dear son, shall say:  ‘Your prayer 

has formed a Right over My Heart that Burns for you.  Take again what you lost – you have 

deserved it.  I AM Content as long as I see you Happy, and I can say, “My son is no longer 

unhappy, but Happy”.’ 
 

V25 – 11.20.28 – “…Therefore, greater thing than Our Will I could not Give to man in Creating 

him, because only with It could he reach wherever he wanted and do whatever he wanted, to the 

Point of Becoming the Dominator of what belongs to Us.  We did not do this in Creating the other 

things – they are Dominated by Us, nor can they do what they want; their Rights are limited.  

Indeed, in Creating man, there was a more Intense Ardor of Love, and in this Ardor of Love, the 

All Fused Himself in the nothing, and the nothing Received his Life again in the All.  And in 

Order to keep him more Safely, We gave him Our Divine Will as his Inheritance, so that One 

might be the Will, Common the Goods, as much as a Creature is capable of; and the Love of One 

might be as Great as the Love of the other, to the Point of letting themselves be Dominated by 

each other.  Therefore, the most Beautiful thing for Us, which Enraptures Us and Glorifies Us the 
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most, is the soul in whom Our Divine Will Reigns, because she alone does not make Our Love 

say, ‘enough of Giving’, but We have always something to Give, always something to Say; and 

in Order to Enjoy more, We render her the Winner of Our very Selves.  Therefore, Be Attentive, 

My daughter; if you Luisa, want everything, let Our Will Reign in you.” 
 

V25 – 1.6.29 - “My daughter, what an unhappy crowd.  It is nothing other than the great crowd 

that went out of the Paternal Inheritance given to them by their Celestial Father.  Poor children, 

without Paternal Inheritance.  They do not have their Lands in which to Live Safely; they do not 

have Sufficient Foods in Order to Nourish themselves, and are forced to live of thefts and 

robberies, and of foods without substance.  Therefore, it is almost difficult for them to Grow to 

Proper Stature, because their members do not have Sufficient Strength to Develop; and so they 

are scrawny, infirm, starving, without ever becoming Satiated.  Everything they take is not 

suitable for their Growth, because they are not Foods Suitable and Established for them, nor 

belonging to their Inheritance. 

My daughter, the Inheritance given by My Celestial Father to this crowd of people was 

My Divine Will.  In It they were to find Food in Order to Grow to Proper Stature, Balsamic Air 

to be Rendered Healthy and Strong, which was to Portray on their faces the Freshness of a child, 

the Beauty of the Young Age and the Dignity of a Mature man.  There was no Good which this 

Inheritance did not Possess, of which man was to be the Master, and have at his Disposal All the 

Goods he wanted, in the soul and in the body.  So, as man went out of the Inheritance of My 

Divine Will, he no longer found things at his Disposal, he was no longer Master, but servant, and 

he is forced to live of hardships.  How can he Grow to Proper Stature?  This is Why I await with 

so much Love the crowd of those who Must Live in Our Inheritance of the Divine Fiat.  It shall 

form for Us the Beautiful Crowd with Proper Stature, Beautiful and Fresh, which shall be Fed 

with Nourishing Foods that shall Render them Strong and Developed; and they shall form all the 

Glory of Our Creative Work.  Our Sorrow is great in looking at this crowd, unhappy and 

deformed; and in Our sorrow We repeat:  ‘Ah! Our Work did not Come Out of Our Creative 

Hands as infirm, without Beauty and Freshness, but it was a Delight to merely Look at it; even 

more, it Enraptured Us, so Beautiful it was.’  But while We say this, Our Love Swells and Wants 

to Overflow outside; and It Wants to put Our Divine Volition on the Way, to make It Reign in 

the midst of Creatures, so as to Restore, Beautiful and Gracious, Our Work, Just as it Came Out 

of Our Creative Hands.” 
 

V25 – 3.13.29 – “…As long as Adam Possessed his Dear Inheritance of Our Fiat, he Possessed 

Its Continuous Act; it can be said that he Competed with Us, for when We do an Act, it no longer 

ceases; therefore, everything was Harmony between him and Us – Harmony of Love, of Beauty, 

of Sanctity.  Our Fiat let him lack nothing of All Our Things.  As he withdrew from Our Will, he 

lost the Way in Order to Reach Our Things, and formed many voids between himself and Us – 

voids of Love, voids of Beauty and of Sanctity, and formed an abyss of distance between God 

and himself.  And this is Why Our Fiat Wants to Return into the Creature as Fount of Life – to 

fill these voids and make him Return, as a little Newborn, into Its Arms, and to Give him Its 

Continuous Act, just as It Created him.” 
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V25 – 3.25.29 – “…Therefore, everything I have told you Luisa, about My Divine Will has such 

importance, that it costs Me more than the whole Creation; because it is a Renewal of It, and 

when an Act is Renewed, it Costs Double Love, and in Order to be more sure, We Place Double 

Grace and Double Light to be given to Creatures, so that We might not have to suffer the second 

Sorrow, maybe more Painful than the first, which We had in the Beginning of Creation, when 

man sinned and formed within himself the failure of Our Love, of Our Light and of the Precious 

Inheritance of Our Supreme Volition.  This is Why I AM So Attentive that you may lose nothing 

of what I tell you about My Divine Will – because there is such Importance in these Truths, that 

in concealing Some, it would be as if one wanted to move the sun from its place, or to make the 

sea come out of its shore.  What would happen to the earth?  Think about it yourself.  And so it 

would be if any of the Truths about My Divine Will, which I have Manifested to you with so 

much Order, were missing.” 
 

V26 – 4.21.29 - My abandonment in the Divine Fiat continues.  I feel I cannot be without 

remaining in my Dear Inheritance, which my Sweet Jesus, with So Much Love, gave me, Saying 

to me:  “Daughter, I Entrust It to you Luisa, that you may never go out of It, and may make your 

Continuous Echo Resound from one Point to another, in Such a Way that All of Heaven may hear 

that Our Endless Inheritance of Our Fiat on earth is not isolated, but is Inhabited by the Our little 

daughter.  She shall Always go around within It, to keep Company with All the Acts of Our Will, 

and with All of Its Apartments.”  Therefore, it is Dear and Sweet to me Living in my Celestial 

Inheritance; I would feel Life missing in me without It. 
 

V26 – 5.16.29 - “My daughter, if you knew the Ardor of My Love that I Feel, because I Want to 

Establish the Kingdom of My Divine Will upon earth, so as to Realize the Only Purpose for which 

man was Created.  In fact, in everything that has been done by the Divine Persons, from the time 

when the world was Created, and in what We shall do, Our Principle shall Always be that One, 

nor shall We ever Cease It:  that man Return into the Inheritance of the Kingdom of Our Fiat, 

which he rejected from Us.   

“…My daughter, don’t you yourself feel how you cannot be without Me?  And when, in 

the world, they shall read these Papers, they shall remain Astounded in hearing of the Long Chain 

of My Graces, My Daily Comings - and for such a Long time, which I have Done with no one 

else; My Long Conversations which I have had with you Luisa, the many Teachings I Have Given 

you, and Everything that was to Serve the Kingdom of My Divine Will.  I felt the Irresistible 

Need to Resume and Redo with you All the Conversations, to Give you the Graces and the 

Teachings which I would Have Given to Adam Innocent, had he not rejected the Precious 

Inheritance of My Fiat.  But he broke My Speaking and reduced Me to Silence; and after six 

thousand years of Silence I felt the Extreme Need to Resume My Speaking with the Creature.  

Oh! how Painful it was to Contain so many Secrets within My Heart, which I was to Confide to 

her; and it was for her alone that these Secrets were kept – not for others; and if you knew How 

Much it Cost Me to remain Silent for such a Long time!  My Heart was Suffocated and, Delirious, 

It Repeated Dolefully:  ‘Alas! I Created man to have someone with whom to Speak; but he was 

to Possess My Divine Will in Order to Understand Me; and because he has rejected It from Me, 
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he has rendered Me the God Taciturn.  What Sorrow I Feel!’  What Suffocated Love, which made 

Me Faint – and I Raved!” 
 

V27 – 11.14.29 - I am always in my Dear Inheritance of the Divine Fiat.  The deeper I remain 

in It, the more I feel like Loving It; the more I Move within It, the more It Unveils Itself - the 

more It Makes Itself Known, and Says to me:  “Live Always in your Precious Inheritance, which 

was Given to you Luisa, with So Much Love.  It is yours – It shall Always be yours, Inseparable 

from you; nor shall I ever permit that My little daughter not feel the Heartbeat of My Light, the 

Breath of My Balsamic Air, the Life of My Divine Will.” 
 

V27 -11.20.29 – “Therefore, everything I Have Done in you Luisa, has been nothing other than 

the Order which was Needed in Order to give you the great Gift of My Divine Will, as it was 

given to the First man at the Beginning of his Creation.  And this is why there were so many 

Preparations – because they were to Serve that man who was to Possess the great Gift of Our Will 

as his Beloved Inheritance, Symbol of the great Preparations made in your soul.  Therefore, 

Adore My Dispositions and Thank Me by being Faithful to Me.” 
 

V27 – 1.10.30 – “…Therefore, even though All belong to Us – but in how many different ways; 

and only one who Lives in Our Divine Will Lives in Our Midst.  Our Divine Fiat Brings her to 

Us on Its Lap of Light, into Our Inmost Divine Womb; nor can We put her outside of Ourselves; 

in Order to do that, We would have to put Our Divine Volition outside of Ourselves, which We 

cannot do, nor do We want to.  On the contrary, We are Happy to Have her, to Cuddle her as Our 

Dear Memory, when Our Love, Overflowing, Issued the Creation, Wanting the Creature to Live 

in Our Inheritance of the Divine Will and to Amuse herself with her Creator with her innocent 

smiles.  And if you Luisa, see yourself small, it is the Exuberant Love of My Fiat, which is All 

Attention and Jealousy over you, that Concedes you not one act of your human will; therefore the 

human has no Growth, and you feel yourself always small.  And this is because My Will Wants 

to Form Its Life in your smallness, and when Its Divine Life Grows, the human life has no reason 

to Grow; therefore you Must Content yourself with remaining always small.” 
 

V27 – 2.11.30 - “My little daughter of My Will, the creature cannot live, either soul or body, 

without My Divine Will; and since It is her First Act of Life, she finds herself in the condition 

either of Receiving Its Act of Continuous Life from It, or of not being able to have Existence.  

And since man was Created for him to Live in the Opulence of the Goods of this Divine Will, his 

Beloved Inheritance, he was therefore Created for him to Live of Us and in Our House, like a 

son who lives with his father.  Otherwise, how could he be Our Amusement, Our Joy and 

Happiness, if he were not to Live Close to Us, Together with Us in Our Divine Will?  A son who 

is far away cannot form the Joy of his Father, His Smile, His Amusement, His Intimate 

Conversation.  From afar, they cannot Play Together or Smile with Happiness; on the contrary, 

the mere distance breaks the Love and brings the bitterness of not being able to Enjoy the Beloved.   

See, then, man was Created to Live in Intimacy with Us, in Our House, in Our own Will, 

for Us to Secure Our Joys and Perennial Happiness as well as his.  But man, Our son, though he 

was Happy in the House of his Father, rebelled and went out of his Paternal House, and by doing 

his will he lost the Smile of his Father, His Pure Joys; and since he could not Live without the 
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Concourse of Our Divine Will, We Acted as Father and gave him the legal share of Our Divine 

Will – no longer as Life, which Carried him on Its Lap to Render him Happy and Holy, but as 

Concurring, to Preserve him alive – not to make him Happy as before, but to give him the things 

of strict necessity and according to how he would behave.  Without My Divine Will there cannot 

be Life.   

“…by doing his will, man Placed himself in the condition of a servant, not of an Heir, and 

a servant has no Right to the Inheritance of his Master, but to the miserable compensation for 

him to live life with hardship.  Therefore, My daughter, it can be said that with you Luisa, I have 

Opened the Doors, to let you Enter to Live in Our house, in Our Divine Will.  And keeping you 

with Us, We have Manifested to you so much about Our Divine Volition – not as the legal share, 

but as Our Fortunate Heiress.” 
 

V28 – 8.15.30 – “…This is precisely What it Means to Live in My Divine Will:  to Live of Light 

and to form one’s Life within Our own Sun.  This was the Purpose of Creation – to have the 

Creatures Created by Us, Our Beloved children, within Our own Abode; to Nourish them with 

Our own Foods, to Clothe them with Royal Garments, and to let them Enjoy Our own Goods.  

What terrestrial father and mother think of putting out of their home the fruit of their womb, their 

dear children, and of not giving their Inheritance to their own children?  No one, I believe; on 

the contrary, how many sacrifices do they not make in order to render their children rich and 

happy?  If a terrestrial father and a mother reach this, much more so does the Celestial Father.  

He Wanted and Loved His children to remain in His Home, so as to keep them around Himself, 

to Delight with them and keep them as the Crown of His Creative Hands.  But man, ungrateful, 

abandoned Our Home, refused Our Goods, and contented himself with going wandering, living 

in the darkness of his human will.” 
 

V28 – 11.20.30 - My Abandonment in the Divine Volition continues, though with the fear that 

because of my infidelities I might have the great misfortune of being rejected from Living inside 

the Beautiful Heaven of the Supreme Fiat.  Oh! God, what pain!  My Jesus, do not allow that I 

may go out of my Dear Inheritance which You, with So Much Love, have given me, and in 

which, with so much Jealousy, You have always kept me.   

“My daughter, Courage, the fear of losing a Good means Possessing It, Knowing It and 

Loving It – and Possessing It, not by usurpation, but by Right of Property; and when a Good is 

Possessed by Right of Property, no law, either human or Divine, can with Legitimate Ways take 

away the Goods that are Possessed.  More so, since it is Absolute Will of your Jesus for you 

Luisa, to Possess, by Right of property, the Inheritance of My Divine Fiat, which I have given 

you with So Much Love, so that you might ask, by Right, for Its Kingdom to Come upon earth.  

In fact, only one who Possesses My Will has the Right to, and can, by Right, ask for Its Kingdom 

to Come upon earth and Extend Everywhere.  And since My Will Fills heavens, sun, sea and 

everything, even though they do not have reason, they are Dominated Freely by the Powerful 

Strength and Reason of My Fiat, from which they never moved away. 

Therefore, in the name of the heavens, sun and everything, you can, by Right, ask for Its 

Kingdom, because the smallest thing as well as the greatest, Animated and Sominated by My 

Divine Will, is always Superior to man.  In fact, without It, man occupies the last place; he is the 
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degraded one and the most humiliated in the midst of all Created things; he is the neediest, the 

poorest who, in order to live, has to stretch out his hand to all Created things to receive the charity 

of their Beneficial Effects.  And sometimes this is denied to him by the Expressed Will of the 

One Who Dominates them; even more, It puts the elements against man to make him touch with 

his own hand What it Means not to Live in the Inheritance of It.  Only Our Will gives the 

Exaltation to the Works of Our Creative Hands, It puts Them in the Place of Honor, It Endows 

Them with all Goods, in Such a Way that she shall have need of no one; even more, It Renders 

her Dominator of herself and Dominator of everything; and by Virtue of My Will which they 

Possess, all bow down and feel Honored to let themselves be Dominated.” 
 

V29 – 3.9.31 – “…Therefore, when these Seas of Our Divine Qualities were put out of Ourselves, 

We Created man, Enriching him with Our Qualities, for as much as he could contain, so that he 

too would have an act that could Echo within Our Power, within Our Love, within Our Goodness, 

to be able to Love Us with Our Same Qualities.  We wanted man, not a servant, but a son; not 

poor, but Rich; not outside of Our Goods, but inside of Our Inheritance; and as the Confirmation 

of this, We gave him Our very Will as Life and as Law.  This is the Reason Why We Love the 

creature so much—because she has from Our own, and not to Love one’s things is outside of 

nature and against reason.” 
 

V29 – 6.30.31 - “…So, at the beginning of his Creation, Adam Entered into the Order of Our 

Divine Will, and in It he did many of his Acts; and while by withdrawing from Our Divine Will 

he went out from inside of It, his human acts, Operated in Our Will, remained as Pledge and Right 

for man, and as Beginning and Foundation of a Divine Kingdom that he Acquired.  In the Divine 

Will, whatever is done in It is Indelible; God Himself cannot delete a Single Act done by the 

creature in the Supreme Fiat.  Now, since Adam was the First man to be Created, it came as a 

Consequence that, he being as though the Root, the Trunk of all the human generations, they 

would Inherit, almost like branches, what the Root and the Trunk of the Tree of man Possessed.  

And just as all Creatures, as though by nature, inherit the seed of original sin, so do they Inherit 

his First Acts done in Our Will, that Constitute the Beginning and the Right of the Kingdom of 

Our Divine Will for Creatures.” 
 

V30 – 4.2.32 – “…If it is about man—of course he shall not be able to stand up again in spite of 

all the Helps of My Redemption, because he is not disposed to taking them; many do not cease 

to be sinners, weak, smeared with the gravest sins.  But if it is about My Power, about My Love, 

when the two scales Overflow a little bit more, and Touch him with the Will to Conquer him, 

man will feel shaken and floored, in Such a Way that he shall Rise Again from evil to Good, and 

shall Re-Enter into Our Divine Will, from which he went out, so as to take his lost Inheritance.”   
 

V31 – 9.18.32 - “My daughter, there is a mistaken notion in the base world, they believe that the 

creature can Live as though away from Us.  What mistake!  What mistake!   The Whole of 

Creation is nothing other than an Inheritance come forth from Us, therefore It is Ours, It Belongs 

to Us, so much so, that although We have put it forth, still We brought it forth Inseparable from 

Us, and We want the Honor, the Glory of Our Inheritance, and that creatures are not Our vile 

servants, but Children, and as so many Princes of Our Kingdom.  And this Princeship is given to 
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them by the Inseparability of Our Will, such that the creature can neither do without It, nor can 

he Live, nor separate himself, not even in hell itself.” 
 

V33 – 4.28.34 - “My little daughter of My Volition, your Jesus has the Commitment of 

Manifesting the Secrets of My Divine Will, Its Love that It Reaches, that It does not Know how 

to be, nor can It be, if It does not give of Its Own in a Continuous Way to the creature.  You Must 

Know that when My Will does an Act, It Calls all creatures into Its Act.  It wants them all to Itself 

in Order to give to each one the Good that that Act Possesses, such that everyone is Enclosed in 

her Act and they receive the Good of the Divine Inheritance, with this difference:  that one who 

is in Our Will voluntarily and for Love, remains Possessor of It; and one who does not stay, the 

Good does not remain lost, but It awaits Its Heiress, one who Knows how to decide to Live in 

Our Will in Order to give her Possession of It.  And with Liberality all Divine We give her the 

Interest of the Good Assigned to them, that is, the effects, in Order to have that she would not die 

of hunger for the Goods of her Creator, because Our Will Possesses by Nature the Universal 

Virtue, and therefore in every Act of It, It Calls Everyone, It Embraces Everyone, It Involves 

Everyone, and It Brings Its Divine Goods to everyone.”  
 

V33 – 5.6.34 - “Now being the Head, the King, the Savior, and the True Sanctifier of mankind, 

the members have the Right to what there is in the Head; the children have the Right of Inheriting 

what the Mother Possesses—behold, therefore, the Redemption.  The Head wants to Heal the 

members and Bond them by way of sufferings and death in Order to Enjoy in them the Virtues of 

the Head.  The Mother wants to Reunite the children, make Herself Known, in Order to Constitute 

them Heirs of What She Possesses.  Behold the Necessity of time, in a way that the Redemption 

as Prime Act Came forth from the Kingdom of My Will, and the Redemption shall serve as 

Powerful Means in Order to Communicate to the members the Kingdom that the Head Possesses.  

Both shall give each other a hand.”  
 

V34 – 5.20.36 – “…She (Mary) shall always be the Engine, the Life, the Guide, the Perfect Model, 

the Teacher of the Kingdom of the Divine Fiat that remains so Close to Her Heart.  They are Her 

Anxieties, Her Ardent Desires, Her Deliriums of Maternal Love because She wants Her children 

on earth in the Kingdom where She Lived.  She is not content that She has Her children in Heaven 

in the Kingdom of the Divine Will, but She wants them also on earth.  She feels that She has not 

completed the Task given to Her by God as Mother and Queen.  As long as the Divine Will does 

not Reign on earth in the midst of creatures, Her Mission is not finished.  She wants Her children 

who are Like Her and who Possess the Inheritance of their Mama.”  
 

V34 – 12.28.36 - “My Blessed daughter, there is nothing to doubt.   My Being is all Love, and 

when it seems that I have given in such Excesses of Love as to not be able to show other Excesses 

of Love anymore, as if I begin from the start I Invent other New Excesses of Love, other 

Discoveries, as to surpass, O! how much more the other Excesses of Love.  Now listen, My 

daughter, and you Luisa, shall convince yourself of what I have told you.  Adam, by sinning, 

made all the evils Inherited by the human generations.  And having gone out of the Beautiful 

Inheritance of the Divine Will in which he Lived in Opulence, Luxury and Sumptuousness of 

the Goods of his Creator, he lost the Right of Our Goods, and all his descendents with him.  But 
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these Goods were not destroyed, they Exist and they shall Exist.  And when a Good is not 

destroyed, there is always the Certainty that the ones who shall have the Good of Possessing them 

shall come.   

“Now, the Great Queen began Her Life in the Inheritance of this Divine Will, or better 

still, with such Abundance that She felt Drowned in the Goods of Her Creator, but so much so 

that She could render all the other Creatures Happy and Rich.  Now, in this Inheritance of the 

Fiat, She Inherited the Fecundity, the human and Divine Maternity; She Inherited the Word of 

the Celestial Father, She Inherited all the human generation—and these Inherited all the Goods 

of this Celestial Mother.   Therefore, as Her Heirs and as Mother, She has the Right of Generating 

Her children in Her Maternal Heart.   

“But it was not enough for Our and Her Love.  She wanted to Generate in every Creature.  

And since She was Heiress of the Divine Word, She held the Power of making Him be Generated 

in each of them.  How?  If they can Inherit evils, passions, weaknesses, why can they not Inherit 

the Goods?  This is why the Celestial Heiress wants to make Known the Inheritance that She 

wants to give to Her children.  She wants to give Her Maternity to Creatures so that while She 

Generates Him, they act as mamas to Him and they Love Him as She Loved Him.  She wants to 

form so many mamas for Her Jesus in Order to Place Him in Safety, and so that no one would 

offend Him anymore, because the Love of mother is very different from other Loves, it is a Love 

that always burns, and a Love that gives her life for her dear child.  

“See, She wants to Gift Creatures with Her Maternal Love, and make them Heirs of Her 

own Son.  O! how She shall feel Honored in seeing that Creatures Love Her Jesus with Her Love 

of Mother.  You Must Know that so much is Her Love toward Me and toward Creatures, that She 

feels drowned.  And not being able to contain it anymore, She has Prayed Me that I would 

Manifest to you Luisa, What I have told you—Her Great Inheritance, that She waits for Her 

Heirs, and what She can do for them, telling Me:  ‘My Son, do not wait anymore, hurry, Manifest 

My Great Inheritance and what I can do for them.  I feel Myself more Honored, more Glorified, 

when You tell what Your Mama can do, than if I Myself were to say it.’  However, all this shall 

have Its Full Effect, Its Palpitating Life, for this Sovereign Lady when My Will shall be Known 

and Creatures, in the Inheritance of their Mother, shall take the Possession.” 
 

V34 – 4.8.37 - “Now, You Must Know that the generations being as one family, that everyone has 

the Right to the Inheritance of the Father.  And as members who form One Single Body, and of 

which I AM the Head, when one member does a Good, he obtains it and Possesses it, the other 

members Acquire the Right of doing and of Possessing that Good.  Now, you Luisa, have not yet 

Enclosed all those generations that Must Possess My Will as Life, therefore the chain of your 

acts, your insistence, your sufferings, are still needed in Order to drink other sips so as to form 

the space in Order to give the Right that wanting, they can Possess My Kingdom.  No sooner than 

you shall have made the last act that is needed, immediately I shall bring you into the Celestial 

Fatherland.”   
 

V34 – 7.25.37 - “On the other hand, one gives as payment or as merit to the servants, to foreigners, 

and O! with how many measures.  So in the Excess of Our Love, without anyone praying to Us 

or meriting, We made the Creation in Order to make a Gift of it to man.  In another Excess We 
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Created the Virgin in Order to make a Gift of Her.  In another Excess I, the Eternal Word, 

descended from Heaven in Order to make a Gift of Myself and make Myself the Sweet Prey of 

man.  In another greater Excess of Love, I shall give them the Great Gift of the Kingdom of My 

Volition.  The Celestial Virgin, Heiress of this Kingdom, shall call Creatures as Her children so 

that they receive Her Great Inheritance as a Gift.”   
 

V35 – 8.9.37 – “…My daughter, is it that We lack the Strength to Elevate the Creature to the level 

of Our Image - to make her Possess Our Goods so that she may Live in Our Will?  My Celestial 

Mother, from the moment she existed, Possessed the Life of My Divine Fiat.  We Love each other 

with one Love, and we Love the Creature with a Twin Love.   

Our Love for Her is such that, just as We have our Hierarchy of Angels in Heaven as well 

as the various Orders of Saints, the Great Lady - Celestial Empress and Owner of the great 

Inheritance of Our Will - shall call Her own children to Possess Her Inheritance when our 

Kingdom shall be Established on earth.  We shall give Her the great Glory of having Her form 

the New Hierarchy which shall be similar to the Nine Choirs of Angels.  So, she shall have the 

Choir of Seraphim, of Cherubim and so forth, as well as the New Order of the Saints who Lived 

in her Inheritance.   After she shall have formed them on earth she shall take them to Heaven, 

surrounding herself with the New Hierarchy, the Newborn in the Divine Fiat, Reborn in Her own 

Love - those who Lived in Her Inheritance. 

This shall be the Fulfillment of the Work of Creation - our ‘Consumatum Est’.  We shall 

have the Kingdom of Our Will among Creatures, Thanks to the Celestial Heir Who wanted to 

give Her Life for each of them, to make It Reign.  How Glorified and Happy We shall be, because 

the Sovereign Queen shall have Her own Hierarchy just as We keep ours; even more so, since 

Our own Hierarchy shall be Hers too, while Hers shall be Ours, because all that is done in Our 

Will is Inseparable. 

If you knew how much this Celestial Queen Loves the souls.  She, Faithful Copy of her 

Creator, looks inside Herself and finds her Seas of Love, Grace, Sanctity, Beauty and Light; then 

She looks at the Creatures and wants to give all of herself with all Her Seas, so that Creatures 

may have their Mama with all Her Riches.  Having to see Her children poor, while their Mother 

is so Rich - and only because they do not Live in the Inheritance of their Mother... it is such a 

Pain... She would like to see them inside Her Seas of Love, Loving their Creator as She does, 

Hidden inside Her Sanctity, Embellished by Her Beauty, Filled with Her Grace.  But not seeing 

them there - if She wasn’t in the State of Glory, in which pains cannot have Place - She would 

Die of Pure Pain for each creature who does not Live in the Divine Will.  Therefore, She Prays 

unceasingly.  She Places All her Seas in Prayer, to Beseech that the Divine Will be done on earth 

as It is in Heaven. 

Our Love is such that, by the Virtue of Our Will, She Bilocates herself within each creature, 

to prepare the interior of her soul, Synchronizing her with Her Maternal Heart, Squeezing her in 

Her Arms, to Dispose her to Receive the Life of the Divine Fiat.  Oh, how much She Prays, in 

every single heart, to our Adorable Majesty, saying:  ‘Hurry up.  My Love can no longer be 

contained.  I Want to See My children Living Together with Me in that same Divine Will which 

forms All of My Glory, My Richness, My great Inheritance.  Trust Me, and I shall Know how 

to Defend My children and Your own Will, which is also Mine.’ 
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V35 – 10.25.37 - “My daughter, as this Holy Virgin was Conceived, Our Feast with mankind 

started again.  In fact, since the First Instant of Her Conception She Inherited Our Divine Will, 

which soon began Its Divine Crafting within Her Beautiful soul.  In each of Her Heartbeats, 

Thoughts and Breaths, Our Will formed, with Its Creative Power, Enchanting Prodigies of 

Sanctity, Beauty and Grace, to the Extent that We Ourselves - Actors and Spectators together 

with our Divine Will - remained Enraptured.  In Our Emphasis of Love We Said: ‘How Beautiful 

the Creature is, when Together with Our Will!  She gives us Ease to form Our most Beautiful 

Works, and She gives Life to Our Life within Herself!’ 

Our Love Rejoiced and Celebrated, because Our Divine Heiress - the Heiress of Our Will 

and of Our very Life, had Come into the light of time.  And since, by Virtue of Our Will Operating 

in Her, She was All Ours - Exclusively Ours; Looking at Her We felt Our Breathing, Our 

Heartbeat, Our Ever Burning, Ever Loving Love, and Our Motions in Hers.  Our Beauty Shone 

through the Movements of Her Pupils, of Her little Hands, and in the Sweet Enchantment of Her 

Enrapturing Voice.  She kept Us so busy and so in Feasting, that not even for one instant could 

We remove Our Gaze from Her.  So, She Belonged to Us - Completely Our own - and Our Will 

was already Hers - by Right.  We recognized in this Holy Creature Our Divine Heiress, and by 

Possessing Our Will she already Possessed All.   

This Holy Virgin had Her own Humanity, in which She Bound the whole human family, 

as limbs to the body.  So, in Seeing in Her the whole of humankind, as She was Conceived, for 

Love of Her We Gave the First Kiss of Peace to all humanity, making it Heir of Our Divine 

Heiress - with the exclusion of some ungrateful who would not want to receive it.  See then, how 

certain it is that the Kingdom of Our Will Must Come upon earth:  there is already a Creature 

Who Inherited It, and since this Creature belongs to the human race, all creatures Acquired the 

Right of being able to Possess It. 

This Celestial Sovereign, taken by Love, made Herself into a Pledge in Our Creative 

Hands, so that all could Receive the Kingdom.  This Pledge, Possessing the Life of My Will, 

Contained an Infinite Value; therefore she could Commit Herself for all.  What a Sweet Dear 

Pledge this Holy Creature was, in Our Hands!  By making Her Life and Her Acts Flow into Our 

Divine Volition, She formed Divine Coins to be able to Pay Us for those who were to Inherit 

Our Divine FIAT.  And then My Humanity Came - United to the Eternal Word.  With My life, 

Sufferings and Death, I Paid a Sufficient Price to Buy back Our Divine Will and Give It to the 

creatures as their Inheritance.  One Act, one Breath, one Movement in My Will Contains such 

Value as to be able to Buy Heaven and earth - anything that one may Desire.  Therefore, may My 

Will, and My Will Only, be your Life and your All.” 
 

Letter #41 - Therefore, Courage!  In everything which is not Divine Volition, in all the things 

that oppress you, say:  “These are not our things, they don’t belong to us.  For us the Divine Will 

is Everything; It is our Dear Inheritance, and it is Right that we Live in our own Field, in our 

Dear Home.”    
 

FIAT!!! 


